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Managing multiple versions of XML documents represents a critical requirement for many appli-
cations. Recently, there has been much work on supporting complex queries on XML data (e.g.,
regular path expressions, structural projections, etc.). In this paper, we examine the problem of
implementing efficiently such complex queries on multiversion XML documents. Our approach
relies on a numbering scheme whereby durable node numbers (DNNs) are used to preserve the
order among the nodes of the XML tree while remaining invariant with respect to updates. Us-
ing the document’s DNNs, we show that many complex queries are reduced to combinations of
range version retrieval queries. We thus examine three alternative storage organizations/indexing
schemes to efficiently evaluate range version retrieval queries in this environment. A thorough
performance analysis is then presented to reveal the advantages of each scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The management of multiple versions of XML documents finds important applica-
tions [Webdav 2001] and poses interesting technical challenges. Indeed, the problem
is important for application domains, such as software configuration and cooperative
work, that have traditionally relied on version management. As these applications
migrate to a web-based environment, they are increasingly using XML for rep-
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resenting and exchanging information—often seeking standard vendor-supported
tools and environments for processing and exchanging their XML documents.

Many new applications of versioning are also emerging because of the web; a
particularly important and pervasive one is assuring link permanence for web doc-
uments. Any URL becoming invalid causes serious problems for all documents
referring to it—a problem that is particularly severe for search engines that risk
directing millions of users to pages that no longer exist. Replacing the old version
with a new one, at the same location, does not cure the problem completely, since
the new version might no longer contain the keywords used in the search. The ideal
solution is a version management system supporting multiple versions of the same
document, while avoiding duplicate storage of their shared segments. For this rea-
son, professionally managed sites and content providers will have to use document
versioning systems; frequently, web service providers will also support searches and
queries on their repositories of multiversion documents. Specialty warehouses and
archives that monitor and collect content from web sites of interest will also rely
on versioning to preserve information, track the history of downloaded documents,
and support queries on these documents and their history [Marian et al. 2001].

The problem of version management has not originated with the web or XML;
in fact it has been studied extensively in the context of document management
systems and software configuration management, for which techniques such as RCS
[Tichy 1985] and SCCS [Rochkind 1975] have been introduced. Various versioning
techniques have also been proposed by database researchers who have focused on
problems such as transaction-time management of temporal databases [Özsoyoglu
and Snodgrass 1995], support for versions of CAD artifacts in O-O databases [Katz
and Change 1987] and, more recently, change management for semi-structured in-
formation [Chawathe et al. 1996].

However in the past, database systems and document management systems were
faced with different versioning problems since:

—Database systems are designed to support complex queries, while document man-
agement systems are not, and

—Databases assume that the order of the objects is not significant—but the lexi-
cographical order of the objects in a document is essential to its reconstruction.

This past state of affairs has now been changed by XML that merges applica-
tions, requirements and enabling technology from the two areas. Indeed the dif-
ferences mentioned above are fast disappearing since support for complex queries
on XML documents is critical. This is demonstrated by the amount of current
research on this topic [Levy et al. 1997; Fernandez and Suciu 1998; McHugh and
Widom 1999; Shanmugasundaram et al. 1999; Tian et al. 2002; Tatarinov et al.
2002] and the emergence of powerful XML query languages [Abiteboul et al. 1997;
Deutsch et al. 1999; Ceri et al. 1999; WWW Consortium 1999; Chamberlin et al.
2000; WWW Consortium 2001]. Typically, an XML document is represented as
an ordered tree, where nodes correspond to document elements. Query languages
like [WWW Consortium 1999; 2001] provide for navigational queries through the
document’s structure. A particularly challenging problem is that of supporting
efficiently path-expression queries. Consider for example the query: “Retrieve all
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 2004.
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figures under chapter elements”, which corresponds to:

doc/chapter/ ∗ /figure.

This query asks for figures that are immediate descendant elements of chapter
or their transitive sub-elements; therefore, figure nodes may be anywhere in the
subtrees rooted in doc/chapter nodes of the document. To answer such queries ef-
ficiently without fully traversing document subtrees, a method is needed to quickly
identify ancestor-descendant relationships between document elements. To this
end, numbering schemes have been proposed that capture the document tree struc-
ture. Given two tree nodes, their ancestor/descendant relationship can be found
in constant time by comparing their respective numberings [Li and Moon 2001;
Al-Khalifa et al. 2002; Cohen et al. 2002]. Moreover, durable numbering schemes
have been also proposed [Li and Moon 2001; Cohen et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2003].
Such schemes have the advantage of being invariant to document updates.

In the case of multiversion documents, the above path-expression queries need be
supported on any user-selected version, or even on a collection of subsequent ver-
sions. In summary, we are interested in addressing in a multiversion environment,
complex queries like:

—Structural Projection queries, e.g. “project the part of the document between the
second and the fifth chapters in version 20”. In this query, a continuous chunk
of the document is requested, as it was at a given version.

—Path-Expression queries: given a regular path expression and a version, find the
set of elements that satisfy the expression at the specified version. E.g. “find the
figure elements in chapter 10 at version 5”. These queries differ from structural
projections since document parts are selected based on a path-expression predi-
cate. An important class of path expression queries are the structural joins [Al-
Khalifa et al. 2002; Li and Moon 2001], e.g. “find all figures under chapters in ver-
sion 20”. The binary join condition involves parent-child or ancestor-descendant
structural relationships. Such structural relationships can be combined to form
more complex “path” and “twig” joins.

—Version-Interval queries: The above, single-version queries, can be extended to
multiple, subsequence versions (hence the name version-interval). For example,
project a given part of the document as it was between versions 20 and 25, or,
“find the figure elements within chapter 10 in versions 5 through 15”. Within
this category, various other interesting queries exist. For example, a Version
Aggregation query computes an aggregate value of elements specified by a version-
interval query. E.g. “find the number of words in all text elements in chapter 10
in versions 5 through 15”. Similarly, a DIFF query returns the changes applied
to a given object between versions e.g. “find the changes made to chapter 10
from version 5 until the current version”.

We should emphasize that addressing such queries is greatly facilitated by having
captured the document’s structure directly through the numbering scheme. Previ-
ous XML versioning approaches [Chien et al. 2000; 2001; Marian et al. 2001] would
be inefficient since they, respectively, use edit-scripts, references, and key identifiers
to reconstruct the document’s logical order (i.e., no scheme exists to capture the
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structure of the document ). In addition to the above queries, we will show that the
numbering scheme can also facilitate full-document version retrieval queries, that
is, reconstruct the full document as it was in a specific version.

We thus propose using a new versioning scheme (called SPaR, for Sparse Pre-
order and Range) that adapts the durable node numbers of [Li and Moon 2001] to
a multiversion environment. SPaR uses timestamping to preserve the logical struc-
ture of the document and represent the history of its evolution. Different storage
and indexing strategies are examined so as to optimize SPaR’s implementation.
Our study builds on the observation that the efficiency of evaluating complex ver-
sion queries mainly depends on the performance of a basic type of query: the range
version retrieval query. Such query retrieves a specific segment of the document
valid at an individual (or multiple subsequent versions). In the structural projec-
tion query above, we need to find among the whole document in version 20, only
the segment (range) of interest. Many of the queries above correspond to one such
range query over a single (or multiple versions) while structural (and path or twig)
joins conceptually correspond to many range retrieval queries at the version(s) of
interest.

Retrieving a segment (range) from a non-versioned XML document is efficient
since the target elements are clustered on secondary store by their logical document
order, but this might not be the case for a multiversion document. For a multi-
version document, a segment of a later version may have its elements physically
scattered in different pages due to version updates. Therefore, retrieving a small
segment could require reading a lot of unnecessary data.

To effectively support version-based queries, it is advantageous to cluster data
according to their respective versions. We have recently introduced such a clus-
tering mechanism [Chien et al. 2000] called UBCC (Usefulness Based Clustering
Control) that achieves better version clustering by making copies of elements that
live through many versions. While UBCC is very effective at supporting full ver-
sion retrieval queries, complex queries on content and history combined call for
indexing techniques that can support efficiently range version retrieval, like the
Multiversion B-Tree [Lomet and Salzberg 1989; Becker et al. 1996; Varman and
Verma 1997] and the Multiversion R-tree [Kumar et al. 1998; Tao and Papadias
2001]. Each technique implies a storage architecture for the multiversion system.
We thus investigate the following three approaches:

Scheme 1:. using only Multiversion B-Trees,
Scheme 2:. combining UBCC with Multiversion B-Trees, and
Scheme 3:. combining UBCC with Multiversion R-trees.

The last two approaches still use the UBCC mechanism as the main storage scheme
for the document elements. The additional indices are used as secondary indices to
expedite range version retrieval. The first approach lets the Multiversion B-Tree
organize the document elements in disk pages and at the same time uses the index
for range version retrieval. The Multiversion B-Tree also uses version clustering.
However, it clusters by versions and (durable) element numbers and typically uses
more space. A performance evaluation is then presented to compare the different
schemes.

The main contributions presented in this paper are summarized as follows:
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 2004.
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—We propose techniques, based on the SPaR scheme, for reducing complex queries
over multiversion XML documents to (single or combinations of) range version
retrieval queries, and

—We present an in-depth study of the problem of implementing efficiently range
version retrieval queries, and investigate the pros and cons of alternative ap-
proaches through extensive experiments.

This paper integrates and extends results presented in [Chien et al. 01b; 02b]
in several ways discussed in the body of the paper. In addition to a comparative
description of the methods and related work, we extend the techniques presented
in [Chien et al. 01b; 02b] to support range deletions as well as incremental updates.
Furthermore, we have enhanced the experimental evaluation to include performance
comparisons for single-version and multiple-version range retrieval queries, as well
as multiple range (join) version queries.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides related work,
while section 3 presents the SPaR versioning scheme and discusses how full-version
retrieval queries are addressed efficiently. Section 4 examines how various complex
queries are reduced into combinations of range version retrievals. In section 5,
the three storage and indexing combinations are described. Their performance is
presented in section 6 while conclusions appear in section 7. The UBCC scheme is
summarized in the Appendix.

2. RELATED WORK

Path Expression Queries. XML queries (e.g. [WWW Consortium 1999; 2001])
typically specify patterns of selection predicates on multiple elements that have
some specified tree structure relationships. Path expressions represent the key
component of such queries, and thus they are at the core of XML query processing.
A path expression defines a series of XML tree node labels, which are related by
ancestor-descendant or parent-child relationships.

Various works have recently addressed efficient implementation of such queries on
non-versioned documents, and can be generally classified as “navigational” [Gottlob
et al. 2002; 2003a; 2003b; Halverson et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2003; Diao et al. 2002;
Rao and Moon 2004] and “set-based” [Al-Khalifa et al. 2002; Bruno et al. 2002;
Chien et al. 02c; Halverson et al. 2003; Jiang et al. 2003; Li and Moon 2001; Wei
et al. 2003; Jiang et al. 2003; Wei et al. 2003]. Navigational approaches analyze
the input one tag at a time. On the other hand, the set-based approach views
the input as a set and can thus use techniques from relational systems, like joins.
Furthermore, this leads to an easier application of indexing solutions [Li and Moon
2001; Chien et al. 2002; Wei et al. 2003; Jiang et al. 2003].

Set-based approaches typically avoid traversing (navigating) through the docu-
ment structure by embedding a numbering scheme [Al-Khalifa et al. 2002; Li and
Moon 2001; Fiebig and Moerkotte 2000] on the XML tree nodes that capture their
structural relationships. A commonly used numbering scheme is range-based, i.e.,
each node in the document tree is assigned a range of numbers that enables iden-
tifying the position of the node in the XML tree. Using range-based numbering,
path-expression queries reduce to join operations [Li and Moon 2001; Al-Khalifa
et al. 2002; Bruno et al. 2002]. [Li and Moon 2001] proposed a durable number-
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ing scheme whereby the numbers assigned to elements remain unchanged even if
elements are added/deleted from the document. This is achieved by sorting the
nodes as in the pre-order traversal, but leaving space between them to make room
for future insertions. Updatable, prefix-based numbering schemes have been also
proposed [Cohen et al. 2002]; however, they use variable length encodings and typ-
ically need more space than range-based numbering. As a result, in this work we
will utilize range-based numbering schemes.

Version Management. Versioning has been examined in CAD and O-O databases
[Katz and Change 1987; Beech and Mahbod 1988] where the major concern was on
version modeling. Two popular version management schemes have been developed
for software configuration management [Leblang 1994], namely, RCS [Tichy 1985]
and SCCS [Rochkind 1975].

RCS is edit-based: the most current document version is stored intact while
previous versions are kept as reverse edit-scripts (changes). For any version except
the current one, extra processing is needed to apply the reverse editing script and
generate the old version. In a symmetric representation, SCCS stores the very
first document version and maintains future versions with a forward edit script.
Rather than appending version differences, SCCS inserts editing operations in the
original document and associates a pair of timestamps (or version ids) with each
document segment (object) to specify its lifespan. Versions are retrieved from an
SCCS file via scanning through the file and retrieving valid segments based on
their timestamps. Both schemes treat a document as a sequence of lines of text,
and ignore the rich structure of documents, thus impairing the ability of supporting
structural queries. Furthermore, they lack sophistication in their secondary storage
management. Both RCS and SCCS may read document segments which are no
longer valid for the retrieved (target) version, causing additional processing costs.

Previous work on version management of semi-structured documents [Chawathe
and Garcia-Molina 1998] in general—and in particular of XML documents [Chien
et al. 2001; Marian et al. 2001; Chien et al. 2002; Buneman et al. 2002; Wong
and Lam 2002]—has considered various aspects of the storage and manipulation of
multiversion documents. [Marian et al. 2001] considers queries on the XML docu-
ment’s evolution. In [Chien et al. 2000; 2002] we proposed techniques that represent
the document evolution as edit-scripts with the focus on fast reconstruction of any
particular document version. To enhance the version retrieval efficiency, document
elements are placed in disk pages by version, using the UBCC clustering mecha-
nism, which achieves better version clustering by copying elements that live through
many versions. Instead of using edit-scripts in [Chien et al. 2001] we presented a
reference-based versioning scheme that is also optimized for full version retrieval
queries. [Buneman et al. 2002] presents an approach based on SCCS that clusters
historical information by object (i.e., all versions of the same object are physically
clustered together). Moreover, its version querying assumes the existence of key
identifiers.

It should be noted that the numbering scheme facilitated in this paper attains
durability over updates by maintaining unused number ranges for future document
elements. Such scheme used fixed sized numbers for labeling the document ele-
ments. There are also labeling schemes that are instead based on variable-length
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 2004.
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labels, typically using prefixes [Abiteboul et al. 2001; Kaplan et al. 2002]. In par-
ticular, [Cohen et al. 2002] presents a durable variable length labeling scheme. We
used range numbering mainly because of its ease in implementation; variable label-
ing may lead to labels with large length (in worse case proportional to the document
depth). In [Vagena and Tsotras 2003] we have proposed a “region-based” number-
ing scheme for multiversion documents, where new updates create subsequence
numbering regions while a structure is maintained to keep the relative sequence
between regions.

Finally, the notion of linear versioning is similar to the notion of “transaction
time” in temporal databases [Özsoyoglu and Snodgrass 1995]. A number of data
structures has been proposed to index transaction-time databases [Salzberg and
Tsotras 1999; Becker et al. 1996; Lomet and Salzberg 1989; Tsotras and Kangelaris
1995] and effectively maintain previous states (versions) of a database relation.
Works have also addressed issues related to version branching [Lanka and Mays
1991; Landau et al. 1995; Jiang et al. 2000]. Recently, in [Vagena et al. 2004] we
examine path expression queries in a branched multiversion documents.

3. THE SPAR VERSIONING SCHEME

The SPaR versioning scheme assigns durable structure-encoding ID numbers [Li and
Moon 2001] and timestamps to the elements of the document. SPaR’s numbering
consists of two numbers: a Durable Node Number (DNN) and a Range, discussed
next. And as we will see, SPaR represents an interval [dnn(X), dnn(X)+range(X)].

3.1 The Numbering Scheme

An XML document is viewed as an ordered tree, where the tree nodes corresponds
to document elements (and the two terms will be used as synonyms). A pre-order
traversal number can then uniquely identify the elements of the XML tree. While
this is easy to compute, it does not provide a durable reference for external indexes
and other objects that need to point to the document element, since insertions and
deletions normally change the pre-order numbers of the document elements which
follow. Instead, we need durable node IDs that can be used as stable references in
indexing the elements and will also allow the decomposition of the documents in
several linked files. Furthermore, these durable IDs must also describe the position
of the element in the original document— a requirement not typically found for
IDs in O-O databases. The DNN establishes the same total order on the elements
of the document as the pre-order traversal, but, rather than using consecutive
integers, leaves as much an interval between nodes as possible; thus DNN is a
sparse numbering scheme that preserves the lexicographical order of the document
elements.

The second element in the SPaR scheme is the Range. This is a mechanism
that enables fast checking of ancestor/descendant relationships. Let dnn(E) and
range(E) denote the DNN and the range of a given element E; then a node B is
descendant of a node A 1 iff:

1If the pre-order traversal number is used as DNN, range(A) is equal to the number of descendants
of A.
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dnn(A) ≤ dnn(B) ≤ dnn(A) + range(A).

Therefore, the interval [dnn(X), dnn(X) + range(X)] is associated with element
X. Later on we use SPaR to represent this interval. When an element in the doc-
ument is updated, the SPaR remain unchanged. When a new element is inserted,
it is assigned a SPaR that does not interfere with the SPaR of their neighbors—
actually, we want to maintain sparsity by keeping the intervals of nearby nodes as
far apart as possible.

Consider two consecutive document elements X and Z where dnn(X) < dnn(Z).
Then, element Z can either be (i) the first child of X, (ii) the next sibling of X, or
(iii) the next sibling of an element K who is an ancestor of X. If a new element
Y is inserted between elements X and Z, it can similarly be the first child of X,
the next sibling of X or the next sibling of one of X’s ancestors. For each of these
three cases, the location of Z creates three subcases, for a total of nine possibilities.
For simplicity, we discuss the insertion of Y as the first child of X and consider the
possible locations for element Z (the other cases are treated similarly). Then we
have that:
(1) Z becomes the first child of Y . In this case the following conditions should hold:

dnn(X) < dnn(Y ) < dnn(Z) and dnn(Z)+ range(Z) ≤ dnn(Y )+ range(Y ) ≤
dnn(X) + range(X).

(2) Z becomes the next sibling of Y under X. The interval of new element Y
is inserted in the middle of the empty interval between dnn(X) and dnn(Z)
(thus, the conditions dnn(X) < dnn(Y ) and dnn(Y ) + range(Y ) ≤ dnn(Z)
must hold).

(3) Z becomes the next sibling of an ancestor of Y . Then element Y is “covered”
by element X which implies that: dnn(X) < dnn(Y ) and dnn(Y )+range(Y ) ≤
dnn(X) + range(X).

The above insertions assume that an empty interval is at hand for every new
element being inserted. When integers are used, occasional SPaR reassignments
might be needed to assure this property. A better solution is to use floating point
numbers, where additional decimal digits can be added as needed for new insertions.
Nevertheless, for simplicity of exposition, in the following examples we will use
integers.

Fig. 1 shows a sample XML document with SPaR values. The root element is
assigned a SPaR [1,2100]. That interval is split into five sub-intervals — [1,199],
[200,1200], [1201,1299], [1300,2000], and [2001,2100] for its two direct child ele-
ments, CH 1 and CH 2, and three insertion points, before CH 1, after CH 1 and
after CH 2. The sub-interval, or SPaR, assigned to each of these chapter element
continues to be split and assigned to their direct child elements until leaf elements
are met.

3.2 The Versioning Model

Since the SPaR numbering scheme maintains the logical document order and sup-
plies durable node IDs, it makes it possible to use timestamps to manage changes
in both the content and the structure of documents. In the rest of the paper we
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 2004.
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CH A
LifeSpan(1,now)
SPaR[200,1200]

PCDATA
LifeSpan(1,now)
SPaR[1400,1500]

PCDATA
LifeSpan(1,now)
SPaR[900,1000]

BOOK
LifeSpan(1,now)

SPaR[1,2100]

FIGURE B
LifeSpan(1,now)
SPaR[500,600]

SEC E
LifeSpan(1,now)
SPaR[400,799]

SEC F
LifeSpan(1,now)
SPaR[800,1100]

CH C
LifeSpan(1,now)
SPaR[1300,2000]

SEC I
LifeSpan(1,now)
SPaR[1600,1900]

FIGURE J
LifeSpan(1,now)
SPaR[1700,1700]

Element NodeE

T Text Node

Author
LifeSpan(1,now)
SPaR[210,210]

A Attribute Node

Page P1

Page P1

Page P2

Page P2 Page P3

Page P3

FIGURE H
LifeSpan(1,now)
SPaR[1010,1010]

Fig. 1. An XML document version represented in the SPaR model.

assume the document follows linear versioning. That is, a new document version
(Vj+1) is established by applying a number of changes (object insertions, deletions
or updates) to the current version (Vj). As a result, document versions follow a lin-
ear order. The record of each XML document element contains the element’s SPaR
and the element’s version lifespan. The lifespan is described by two timestamps
(Vstart, Vend)— where Vstart is the version where the element is created and Vend

is the version where the element is deleted (if ever). An element is called “alive”
for all versions in its lifespan. If an element is alive in the current version, its Vend

value is now which is a variable representing the (ever increasing) current version
number. A lifespan interval is left-closed and right-open; moreover, the lifespan
of an element contains the lifespans of its descendants (much in the same way in
which its SPaR interval contains those of its descendants). An example is shown
in Fig. 1.

The elements of the initial version, are stored as records in disk pages, ordered by
their document order. In Fig. 1 it was assumed that a page can hold four records
(for simplicity all document elements have same size); the elements of the first
version are stored in pages P1, P2 and P3, based on their SPaR order.

Successive versions are described as changes with respect to the previous ver-
sion. Such changes are contained in an edit script generated from the structured
XML editor, or otherwise by a package that computes the structured DIFF between
the two documents. For simplicity we consider the following basic change opera-
tions: DELETE, INSERT and UPDATE. (Additional operations, such as MOVE
or COPY elements can be reduced to these.) A new version is created by applying
the basic operations on elements of the previous version. Below we discuss the
effect of performing each basic operation, to create version VN :

ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 2004.
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P1 Unchanged

FIGURE B SEC F PCDATA FIGURE H
P2 Lifespan:(1,1) Lifespan:(1,1) Lifespan:(1,1) Lifespan:(1,1)

SPaR: SPaR: SPaR: SPaR:
[500,600] [800,1100] [900,1000] [1010,1010]

CH C SEC I FIGURE J PCDATA
P3 Lifespan:(1,1) Lifespan:(1,1) Lifespan:(1,1) Lifespan:(1,1)

SPaR: SPaR: SPaR: SPaR:
[1300,2000] [1600,1900] [1700,1700] [1400,1500]

FIGURE B SEC F PCDATA (new) CH K
P4 Lifespan:(2,now) Lifespan:(2,now) Lifespan:(2,now) Lifespan:(2,now)

SPaR: SPaR: SPaR: SPaR:
[500,600] [800,1100] [900,1000] [1420,1480]

CH C SEC I FIGURE J SEC M
P5 Lifespan:(2,now) Lifespan:(2,now) Lifespan:(2,now) Lifespan:(2,now)

SPaR: SPaR: SPaR SPaR:
[1300,2000] [1600,1900] [1700,1700] [1930,1960]

Fig. 2. The Page Repository for Version 2.

—DELETE — This operation updates the Vend timestamp of the deleted element
and all its descendants from now to Version VN . The SPaR interval of the
deleted elements is freed for reuse.

—INSERT — An INSERT operation creates a record for the newly inserted ele-
ment and initializes its lifespan to (VN , now). An unused interval is assigned to
the new element based on the weighted interval allocation algorithm. The new
record is stored in the acceptor page.

—UPDATE — The Vend timestamp of the updated element is changed to Version
VN . Subsequently, a new record is created with lifespan initialized to (VN , now).
This new record keeps the same SPaR values as the original record (since the
position of the updated element in the document did not change).

3.3 UBCC and Full-Document Version Retrieval Queries

Usefulness-Based Copying. Consider a SPaR scheme that adopts the UBCC
clustering strategy (see Appendix) as its physical storage management. In addi-
tion to the above updates, records are copied due to the UBCC page usefulness
threshold.

Whenever a page falls below the Umin usefulness level all its alive elements are
copied to a new page, in the order established by their SPaR values. All copied
elements preserve their SPaR values, but are given a new lifespan, as if they were
updated—in fact, copying can be treated as an update where the new SPaR values
are the same as the old ones. Note that the delta elements for each new version
(i.e., the newly inserted elements as well as the copied elements due to usefulness)
are stored in pages by increasing DNN values.

Example. Elements of the initial version (Version 1), are stored with their SPaR
and lifespan in pages P1, P2 and P3 as shown in Figure 1. We have assumed
that the sizes of document objects, BOOK, CH A, attribute AUTHOR, SEC E,
FIGURE B, SEC F, PCDATA of SEC F, FIGURE H, CH C, SEC I, FIGURE J,
and PCDATA of CH C are 50%, 25%, 10%, 15%, 5%, 30%, 35%, 30%, 5%, 10%,
5%, and 80% of a data page size, respectively. Assume that we want to maintain
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, M 2004.
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a minimum page usefulness of 70%. Then pages P1, P2 and P3 are well above the
threshold for Version 1.

Assume that Version 2 is created by the following changes:

(delete AUTHOR), (update PCDATA of SEC F), (delete FIGURE H), (insert CH K

after CH A), (delete PCDATA of CH C), (insert SEC M)

Let the sizes of the new PCDATA of SEC F, CH K and SEC M be 20%, 45%,
and 50% of a data page size, respectively. Hence, the logical order of objects in
version 2 are: BOOK, CH A, SEC E, FIGURE B, SEC F, new PCDATA of SEC F,
CH K, CH C, SEC I, FIGURE J, and SEC M. After applying these changes, Page
P1 becomes 90% useful (AUTHOR is deleted for version 2), page P2 becomes 35%
useful (since the old PCDATA for SEC F and FIGURE H are not part of Version 2)
and page P3 becomes 20% useful because of the deletion of the PCDATA of CH C.
Then, pages P2 and P3 are useless for the second version and, thus, valid objects
in P2 and P3 are copied into a new data page. Copied objects include FIGURE B,
SEC F, CH C, SEC I, and FIGURE J.

After determining which objects need copying, the copied objects are inserted
into new pages together with new objects (new PCDATA of SEC F, CH K, and
SEC M) in their logical DNN order as shown in Figure 2.

Full-Document Version Retrieval. We will now discuss how UBCC combined
with the SPaR numbering leads to fast full-version retrieval queries. Reconstructing
a given document version consists of three tasks: (1) identifying the useful pages
for the given version, (2) ordering the elements according to their SPaR number,
and (3) reconstructing the ordered-tree structure of the document.

Identifying the Useful Pages. The notion of usefulness associates with each page
a usefulness interval. This interval has also the form of (Vstart, Vend), where Vstart

is the version when the page became acceptor and Vend is the version when the page
became non-useful. Each page p is thus represented by a record pr that contains
the page-id and the page’s usefulness interval. As with the element records, a
page usefulness interval is initiated as (Vstart, now) and later updated at Vend.
Identifying the data pages that were useful in Vi is then equivalent to finding which
pages have usefulness intervals that contain Vi. This problem has been solved in
temporal databases [Özsoyoglu and Snodgrass 1995] with an access method called
the Snapshot Index [Tsotras and Kangelaris 1995; Salzberg and Tsotras 1999].
If there were k useful pages at Vi, their pr records (and thus their page-ids) are
identified with O(k) effort.

Ordering the Elements. The pages identified by the above task, contain all doc-
ument elements at Vi, however, these elements may be stored out of their logical
document order among the useful pages. Therefore, the second step is to order the
elements by their SPaR number. (It should be noted that versioning schemes not
based on durable numbers [Chien et al. 2000; 2001] use the edit script or object
references to reconstruct the document order).

A straightforward sort over all useful pages may require reading various useful
pages many times, especially when not all of them can fit in main memory. A
better solution, described below, uses the fact that the records for each version,
and the pages containing these records are already stored by increasing SPaR DNN
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numbers as shown in Figure 2.
Important for each page is to retain the version(s) that wrote (added) elements

to it. The first (and in most cases the only) version that writes to page p (also
called the page’s creator version) is version Vstart in p’s usefulness interval. Since a
given version may write many pages, we need to retain the position p had among all
pages written by p’s creator version. Such position can be maintained as an extra
field within the pr record of each page written by this version. For simplicity let us
assume that a single version can write a page (this is easily implementable: the last
page written by a version cannot be written by a future version even if it is not full;
such an implementation does not affect usefulness, since the threshold applies to
full pages). Let Vc(i) be the set of creator versions for the useful pages in version Vi.
For each version in Vc(i) we build an ordered list with the page-ids created by that
version and which correspond to useful pages for Vi. Such list can be built without
physically accessing the useful pages in version Vi (since the position information
is within the pr records identified by the previous task).

To order the alive elements in version Vi, we simply retrieve the first page from
each list and start ordering the elements in a sort-merge approach. Assuming that
there is enough memory to hold one page per list, this scheme sorts all alive elements
in Vi by reading each useful page only once. Otherwise, standard external sorting
techniques can be used.

In case we allow a page to be written by more versions we need to maintain all
such versions (in a form of a list). For example, the last page written by a given
version may not be fully filled; a future version can then start adding elements in
this page. Nevertheless, this page will be first among the pages that the future
version writes. As such, this page will be among the first accessed by the sorting
algorithm.

Reconstructing the Document Structure. To reconstruct the ordered-tree struc-
ture from an ordered list of elements we need to determine two relationships among
elements: (1) parent-child relation, and (2) sibling order. This can be easily done
by using the SPaR and a backward ancestor stack. We use the stack to record
the backward ancestor list. If the next element is a child of the current one this is
pushed into the stack; otherwise, the stack is used to locate its parent element, by
comparing its DNN with the SPaR of the elements in the stack. The algorithm is
shown in Figure 3.

4. COMPLEX QUERY SUPPORT

While full document retrieval as of a particular version is important, many other
versioning queries are of interest. In this section, we propose a storage scheme
architecture and show how we can use this architecture to answer efficiently various
complex versioning queries. As we will see, with the aid of the index architecture,
we are able to reduce these queries to range version retrieval queries.

Assume that we might want to find only the abstract (or the conclusions sec-
tion) that the document had at version Vi, or the part of the document from the
fifth until the tenth chapter in version Vi. Similarly, we may need subsections two
through six in the fourth section of chapter ten in version Vi. A common charac-
teristic of these queries is that a path in the document tree is provided. Yet, other
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VersionReconstruction(SORTED_LIST)
{

Initialize ANCESTOR_STACK as empty;
Assign the first element of SORTED_LIST as ROOT
and remove it from SORTED_LIST;

Push ROOT into ANCESTOR_STACK;
current_node = ROOT;
For (each element, E, in SORTED_LIST from the beginning)
{

if (SPaR(current_node) contains SPaR(E))
{

Insert E as the first child of current_node;
Push E into ANCESTOR_STACK;

}
else
{

while (TRUE) // The stack contains some ancestor of E
{

Pop the top element, A, from ANCESTOR_STACK;
if (SPaR(A) contains SPaR(E))
{

Insert E as the next child of A;
Push A back into ANCESTOR_STACK;
Push E into ANCESTOR_STACK;
break;

}
}

}
current_node = E;

}
}

Fig. 3. The Backward Ancestor Stack algorithm.

interesting queries are those that instead of providing an exact path, they use a
regular expression to specify a pattern for the path. For example, an expression
such as version[i]/chapter[10]/*/figure might be used to find all figures in
chapter 10 of version Vi (or, symmetrically, the chapter that contains a given figure
in version Vi).

Since the UBCC does not maintain the SPaR order, addressing these queries
efficiently requires additional indices that maintain the SPaR order within each
version. Consider the set of all element DNNs (and their ranges) in the first doc-
ument version. As the document evolves to a new version, this set evolves by
adding/deleting DNNs to/from the set. Assume that an index is available which (i)
indexes this version-evolving set and (ii) can answer retrieval queries of the form:
“given (x, y) and a version Vi, find which DNNs were in (x, y) during version Vi (or
between consecutive versions Vi and Vj”. To answer such queries the index needs to
maintain the order of element DNNs within each version. Since this index indexes
all document elements, we will refer to it as the full-index.

The full-index assumes that the document SPaR DNNs are available. However,
SPaR numbers are invisible to the user who expresses queries in terms of document
tag names (abstract, chapter, etc.). Therefore, given a tag and a version number,
the DNN of this tag in the given version must be identified.

Document tags are typically of two types. First, there are individual tags that
only occur few times in the document. Most of these tags, such as abstract, ref-
erences and conclusions might occur only once in the document, although some
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Fig. 4. The overall index architecture.

individual tags can occur a few times (e.g., we might have an address tag for both
sender and receiver). Then, there are list tags, such as: chapters, sections, and
all the tags under them. Such tags can occur an unlimited number of times in a
document. For simplicity assume that individual tags have a SPaR DNN and range
that remain unchanged over versions. This information can be stored and accessed
on request.

Consider for example a query requesting the abstract in version 10. Assume that
under the abstract tag, the document contains a subtree that maintains the abstract
text, and a list of index terms. While the abstract SPaRs remained unchanged, the
subtree under the abstract tag may have changed. That is, the abstract text and
the index terms could have changed between versions. To answer the above query
we simply perform a range search (using the abstract’s SPaR) on the full-index for
version 10. Determining the SPaR numbers of list tags is more complex. This is
because a new tag added in the list affects the position of all tags that follow it.
For example, adding a new chapter after the first chapter in a document, makes the
previously second, third,.., chapters to become third, fourth etc. Hence to identify
the DNN of the tenth chapter in version 20, we need to maintain the ordered list of
chapter DNNs by version. Such a list can also be maintained by using an index on
the SPaR of chapter tags (the CH index). Similarly with the full-index the ch-index
can answer range version retrieval queries specified by a version number and a range
of chapter DNNs. We also maintain one index per list tag in the document (for
example, SEC index indexes the DNNs of all document sections while FIG index
indexes all figure DNNs.)

The overall index architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4. This figure assumes that at
the bottom level, the disk pages are organized by UBCC. Each UBCC page has a
usefulness interval and contains three element records. Each UBCC record has its
tag, SPaR, lifespan and data (not shown). The records in the leaf pages of the full-
and tag- indices contain pointers to the UBCC pages that contain these records.
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An index leaf page contains more records than a UBCC page since the latter stores
the element data as well.

Using the above index combination various complex queries can be answered
efficiently. These queries are first translated into range version retrieval queries as
the following examples indicate.

Structural Projection — Project the part of the document between the second
and the fifth chapters in version 20. To answer this query we first access the
CH index and retrieve the ordered list of chapter DNNs as it was in version 20.
From this list we identify the DNN range of elements in chapters 2 through 5.
With it we perform a range search for version 20 in the full index. This search will
identify all elements with DNNs inside this range. From the SPaR properties, all
such elements are between chapters 2 and 5.

Path Expression Queries —Find all sections under the third chapter in ver-
sion 10. We first identify the SPaR of the third chapter in version 10 from CH index.
With this interval we perform a range search in the SEC index for version 10. Only
the sections under the third chapter will have DNNs in the given interval.

As another example, consider the query: find the chapter that contains figure 10
in version 5. To answer this query we first identify the DNN of the tenth figure in
version 5 from FIG index. Using this SPaR we perform a search in CH index for
version 5. According to the properties of the SPaR numbering scheme, we find the
chapter with the largest DNN that is less than the figure’s DNN.

A special case of the Regular Path Expression query is the Parent-Child Expres-
sion, e.g. For version 10, retrieve all titles “directly under” chapter 5. We thus
require that for every element inserted, the level number of the element in the XML
tree is stored. To answer the above parent-child query, using the CH index we iden-
tify the chapter 5 alive in version 10. The SPaR range of this chapter is used to
locate all title elements under it in version 10 through the TITLE index. Then,
the level number of located titles are compared with that of the chapter element to
determine their parent-child relationship.

If instead the query asks: For version 10, retrieve all titles directly under chapters,
we have an example of a “structural join”. Here, we first identify all chapter
elements alive in version 10 from the CH index and all title elements in the same
version. These elements are then joined using the containment property (as well as
the parent-child relationship). It should be noted that the structures we are using
to implement the tag indices effectively provide access to the elements of each tag
list as of a given version, ordered by their DNN numbers. This is an important
observation, since it allows adapting structural, path and twig join algorithms [Al-
Khalifa et al. 2002; Li and Moon 2001; Bruno et al. 2002] to answer their version
counterparts. For example, a structural join will be performed in a “merge-join”
fashion, while each index can be facilitated to “skip” elements that will not join
[Chien et al. 02c].

In a non-versioned environment, the stack-based algorithms in [Al-Khalifa et al.
2002] perform a structural join in one pass through the involved list tags. That is,
the I/O for computing a structural join is proportional to the summation of the
sizes of the involved lists. In a versioned environment, the use of a multiversion
tag index, introduces a small overhead, due to the record copying that the index
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maintenance and version clustering require. Consider performing a structural join
that involves version Vi of a given list tag. Let L(i) denote the size of the list (in
number of elements) as of version Vi. Thus a snapshot of the list at version Vi would
occupy Vi/B pages (B is the page size in element records). It has been shown that
such list can be maintained in the multiversion index with O(Vi/B) pages (i.e.,
linear overhead). For example, in our experiments, when a MVBT [Becker et al.
1996] is used as the multiversion index on a list tag, the average size of a versioned
list was using about twice as many pages than the size of the list snapshot. In
practice, a structural join would not traverse the whole list as of version Vi since
the index can be used to skip list elements that are not involved in the join (in a
similar way as in [Chien et al. 02c]).

Version Interval Queries —Find the content of chapter 10 in versions 5
through 15. This query is an extension in that we now consider multiple versions.
To support such query, we first use the CH index to get the SPaR of chapter 10.
Then we query the full index for elements whose DNNs are in the SPaR interval
and whose versions are in the version interval [5, 10].

A special case of the Version Interval query is the following DIFF query, e.g.
find the changes made to chapter 10 from version 5 through version 8. To support
this query, we can perform a version interval query, while discarding the elements
alive on or before version 5 on-the-fly.

Consider next the Version Aggregation Query:Find the total number of figures in
chapters 10 through 15 from version 5 through version 8. Or, find the total number
of words in the text elements in chapters 10 through 15 within these versions. These
queries are not interested in the elements themselves, but in some aggregate value
of these elements. The first example uses COUNT as the aggregation function,
while in the second example uses SUM. That is, every text element corresponds to
a value (the number of words in the text), and we are interested in the total value
of selected elements.

One approach for solving the aggregation query is to perform a version-interval
query to find the specified elements, and aggregate their values on-the-fly. How-
ever, the cost of this solution is proportional to the number of involved elements
(which may be large). A better approach is to utilize specialized aggregation
structures, like the Multi-version SB-tree [Zhang et al. 2001], which achieves log-
arithmic query time. This structure supports SUM, AVG, and COUNT queries
in O(logb n) I/Os, where b is the fan-out of the tree and n is the number of
elements. Furthermore, the index is dynamically updatable (an update takes
O(logb K) I/Os, where K ≤ n is the number of elements in the current ver-
sion. To implement this idea, in the SUM example above, we maintain a Multi-
version SB-tree on the text elements. Each record in the index has the format:
〈DNN, creation version, deletion version, num words〉. To perform the SUM
aggregation query, we first search the CH index to retrieve the DNN range for chap-
ters 10 through 15. Then, using this DNN range and the time interval [5, now],
we query the Multi-version SB-tree to get the SUM of the number of words in the
involved text elements.

Note that the Multi-version SB-tree is an optional, specialized index which can
be added to improve aggregation queries. It is thus not considered further among
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the basic storage organizations discussed next.

5. INDEXING SCHEMES

In this section, we study various data storage organizations and indexing alterna-
tives. We first discuss briefly the implementation of a tag-index, which because of
its small size has only a minor impact on performance, and then we use the rest of
the section to investigate alternative implementations for the full-index.

For each list tag, we create a tag-index to index the DNNs of all document
elements using this tag. Since the actual element records are physically stored
somewhere else (e.g. using the UBCC as shown in Fig. 4), each tag-index is a small
secondary index. To support range version retrieval (in single or multiple versions),
an MVBT or its variants can be used to implement a tag-index.

5.1 Indexing Scheme One: using an MVBT

The architecture of Fig. 4 utilizes UBCC to cluster the data objects and uses a
separate full-index which has a pointer to the data page of each indexed data object.
This corresponds to scheme 2 in section 5.2. It is not the only choice. Since the
primary interest here is to cluster data objects on their version and their DNN, and
to support range version retrieval queries, we can utilize an Multi-version B+-tree
to replace both the full-index and the UBCC.

Consider a B+-tree indexing the element DNNs in the first version of a document.
Each element is stored in this B+-tree as a record that contains the element id, tag,
SPaR as well as the actual data (text, image, etc) of this element. This B+-tree
facilitates interesting queries on the document’s first version. For example, if we
know the SPaR of chapter 10 we can find all document elements in this chapter
(a range search). Furthermore, the full document can be reconstructed by simply
following the leaf pages of this tree. As the document evolves through versions,
new elements are added, updated or deleted. These changes can update the above
B+-tree using the element DNNs. In order to answer queries over a multiversion
document we need to maintain the multiple versions of this B+-tree.

Various multiversion B+-tree structures have been proposed [Lomet and Salzberg
1989; Becker et al. 1996; Varman and Verma 1997]; here we consider the Multiver-
sion B+-tree (MVBT) [Becker et al. 1996] which has optimal asymptotic behavior
for range version retrievals.

The MVBT was proposed as a temporal access method. It keeps track of a set
of temporal records, each having a key (in our case, the start of a record DNN)
and a time interval. It efficiently supports the range version retrieval query by
clustering objects both by their time intervals and by their keys. The MVBT is a
graph structure that maintains the evolution of a B+-tree over time. It has many
roots, each responsible for the subsequent part valid during a specific time interval.
References to the different roots associated with the corresponding time intervals
are kept in an additional data structure called root∗. The MVBT partitions the key-
time space into rectangles where each rectangle is associated with exactly one data
page. A data record is stored in all the data pages whose key-time rectangle contains
the data record’s key and intersects the record’s interval. The page rectangles are
created recursively. As records are inserted into a certain page of a MVBT, the
page may overflow. At that time, this page’s currently alive data records are copied
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to another page. The kind of copying is based on the number of alive records in
the overflowed page. A time-split simply copies all alive records into a new page
(Fig.5a). If many alive records exist, the time-split is followed by a key-split that
distributes them into two new pages according to the median of their key attribute
(Fig.5b).

Data records are inserted in the MVBT in increasing time order (i.e., transaction-
time is assumed [Jensen and Snodgrass 1999]). When a data record is inserted at
t, its deletion time is yet unknown and its interval is initiated to [t, now); now
is a variable representing the ever increasing current time. For implementation
purposes, now is stored as max time. When later (if ever) this data record is
deleted or updated, the end time in its interval is updated from now to the deletion
time.

An important feature of the MVBT is that it guarantees a minimum key density
for every page. In particular, for any time t in the page’s rectangle, the page
contains at least d t-alive records, where d is linear to the page capacity. To achieve
this, the MVBT uses yet another structural change: merge. If a weak underflow
occurs after a deletion, i.e. the key density of the page where the deletion takes
place drops below the threshold d, the alive records in the page and a sibling page
are copied into a new page (Fig.5c). To avoid frequent merge/splits, the MVBT
requires that when a new page is created, the number of records in it must be
between a lower bound and a higher bound (strong condition). If the result page of
a merge operation has too many records (more than the upper bound), a key split
is performed immediately (Fig.5d).

(d) merge & key−split

old1

old2
new

old1

old2
new1

new2
old new old

new1

new2

(a) time−split (b) time−split & key−split

key

time

(c) merge

Fig. 5. Structural changes in a MVBT.

Below we compare the choice of MVBT against UBCC for the data storage
organization. An advantage of the MVBT is that it offers efficient range version
retrievals, too. The MVBT also uses a notion of page usefulness. However, the
page copies are more elaborate than in UBCC, since the MVBT maintains also
the total order among all elements valid for a given version. As a result, each new
page in the MVBT needs to pre-allocate some free space for future elements that
may be added in this page. This implies that the space utilization of the MVBT
is higher than UBCC. Moreover, the MVBT copies a page easier than the UBCC.
This becomes important since the document element records are usually large (they
contain the element’s data as well).
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5.2 Indexing Scheme Two: UBCC with Dense MVBT

In this scheme, the UBCC data organization is chosen, and an additional index
is needed so as to support range version retrieval. The leaf pages of this addi-
tional index will store element SPaR and pointers to the actual document element
records in the UBCC pages. Hence it corresponds to a “secondary” index structure;
furthermore, it is a dense index since all the element DNNs that exist in UBCC
records appear also at the leaves of this index. As a result, an MVBT secondary
dense index can be used to implement the full-index. Various optimizations on this
combination of UBCC and MVBT can be applied.

When a new version is created, its updates are first applied on the document
element records. Using these updates, the UBCC strategy may result into page
copying. The alive records from the copied pages as well as the newly inserted
document element records are first ordered by DNN. The ordered records are then
placed in UBCC pages. Each update is also applied to the dense MVBT index. (A
record copy is managed as the logical deletion of the previous record followed by a
newly inserted record pointing to the record’s new position in UBCC).

A range version retrieval is accomplished by searching the MVBT using the given
DNN range and version number(s). For all MVBT records found their pointers to
the UBCC pages are followed to access the actual document element.

An interesting optimization is possible. First, note that in the above scheme, the
version lifespan for a document element is kept in both the UBCC file and in the
MVBT records. Second, when an element is updated as deleted the UBCC page
that contains it is brought into main memory so as to change the record’s lifespan.
In the proposed optimization the version lifespans are kept in the MVBT index
only. This saves space in the UBCC, and, saves I/O during element updates since
the UBCC pages do not need to be accessed.

Nevertheless, when a UBCC page becomes useless in the optimized scheme, we
need to know which of its records are still alive. This is implemented by a (main-
memory) hashing scheme that stores the UBCC pages that are currently useful.
The scheme is implemented on the page IDs. For each useful page, the hashing
scheme stores a record that contains: (UBCC page-id, current page usefulness, list
of alive DNNs). The “current page usefulness” is a counter that maintains the
number of alive records in the page. The “list of alive DNNs” lists the DNNs
of these alive records. This hashing scheme is easily maintainable as records are
updated/inserted.

5.3 Indexing Scheme Three: UBCC with sparse MVRT

We also propose an alternative that combines UBCC with a sparse secondary index,
that indexes the range of element DNNs in each UBCC page. These ranges corre-
spond to intervals and they may be updated as elements are added/updated in the
page. To answer a range retrieval query, the index should identify the UBCC pages
with range intervals that intersect the query range at the given version. Hence,
this index must (1) store a set of records, each having a time interval (lifespan of
the UBCC page) and a key range (the DNN range); and (2) support multiversion
interval intersection queries: “given a key range r and a version t, find all UBCC
page elements whose DNN ranges intersect r and whose lifespans contain t”. The
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previously discussed MVBT does not apply because it stores records with single
keys, not with a key range. The Multiversion R-tree (MVRT) [Kumar et al. 1998;
Tao and Papadias 2001] can be used instead.

A traditional (non-versioned) R-tree [Beckmann et al. 1990] is a spatial access
method which stores a set of objects, each having a spatial region, and which
supports efficiently the range query: “find elements which intersect a given spatial
region”. In our case, if there is only one version, we can treat the UBCC page
element as a 1-dimensional spatial object, where the spatial region of it corresponds
to the DNN range. The range version retrieval query is reduced to the range query
in the R-tree. To support multiple versions, we utilize the MVRT [Kumar et al.
1998; Tao and Papadias 2001] which conceptually maintains many versions of an
ephemeral R-tree. We note that this MVRT is a sparse index: it does not store the
element DNNs; rather, the ranges of page DNNs are stored. As a result, using the
MVRT to implement the full-index will result in a much smaller structure.

Here we briefly review the MVRT. Consider a spatiotemporal evolution that
starts at time t1 and assume that a 2-dimensional R-tree indexes the objects as
they are at t1. As the evolution advances, the 2D R-tree evolves too, by applying
the evolution updates (object additions/deletions) as they occur. Storing this 2D
R-tree evolution corresponds to making a 2D R-tree partially persistent. While
conceptually the MVRT records the evolution of an ephemeral R-tree, it does not
physically store snapshots of all the states in the ephemeral R-tree evolution. In-
stead, it records the evolution updates efficiently so that the storage remains linear,
while still providing fast query time. The MVRT is actually a directed acyclic graph
of nodes (a node corresponds to a disk page). Moreover, it has a number of root
nodes, each of which is responsible for recording a consecutive part of the ephemeral
R-tree evolution. Data records in the leaf nodes of a MVRT maintain the temporal
evolution of the ephemeral R-tree data objects. Each data record is thus extended
to include its lifespan, which is composed of start and end time. Similarly, index
records in the directory nodes of a MVRT maintain the evolution of the correspond-
ing index records of the ephemeral R-tree and are also augmented with a lifespan.
An index or data record is alive for all time instants during its lifetime interval.
With the exception of root nodes, a leaf or a directory node is called alive for all
time instants that it contains at least D alive records (D = f · B, where B is the
maximum node capacity in number of records, and f < 1 is a pre-determined con-
stant). When the number of alive records falls below D (weak-version underflow),
some action is needed. Here we have different choices. While [Kumar et al. 1998]
proposed to split the node and copy its remaining alive records to another node,
[Tao and Papadias 2001] proposed to re-insert the alive records into the current
R-tree using the same idea as reinsertion in the R*-tree. A range query regarding
to region r at time t is performed as follows. First, the root node alive at t (there
is exactly one such node in the MVRT) is located. Second, the objects intersecting
r are found by searching this tree in a top-down fashion as in a regular R-tree.
The lifespan of every record traversed should contain time t, and its MBR should
intersect region r.

A difference of the scheme of using UBCC plus MVRT from the previous scheme
of utilizing a dense MVBT is that the MVRT is used as a sparse index. Hence, the
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element lifespans are kept in the UBCC records. Moreover, to facilitate fast updates
a hashing scheme that stores the currently alive document elements is implemented.
For each alive element, the hashing scheme stores a record: (DNN, UBCC page-id),
where the page-id corresponds to the UBCC page that stores this element. Element
updates are then processed by first consulting this hashing scheme.

When a UBCC page becomes full, its DNN range is computed and inserted in the
MVRT. In particular, the MVRT record contains: (DNN range, lifespan, UBCC
page-id ). This range is the largest DNN range this page will ever have since no
new records can be added in it. While records are logically deleted from this page
its DNN range may decrease. However, to save update processing, the MVRT
stores the largest DNN range for every page. When a UBCC page becomes useless,
the MVRT updates the lifespan of this page’s record. This update process may
result in accessing a page which intersects the query DNN range but contains no
alive element for the query version. However, in our experimental performance the
savings in update were very drastic to justify few irrelevant page accesses at query
time.

Special attention is needed when reporting the answer to a range version retrieval.
In particular, it is desirable that the elements in the query range are reported in
increasing DNN order, for the document tree structure can be reconstructed (via
a stack mechanism) by scanning through the sorted list of objects. One straight-
forward approach is to find all elements in the query answer and sort them. A
better approach is to utilize the fact that data pages created in the same version
have their elements in relative DNN order (since new elements and copied elements
are first sorted before stored in UBCC pages). Hence the following sort-merge
approach is possible: (1) use the records retrieved from the MVRT to group the
UBCC page references by the Vstart version in their lifespan, then (2) treat each
group of data pages as a sorted list of objects and merge them using a standard
sort-merge algorithm. With enough memory buffer a single scan of the data pages
is sufficient.

5.4 Optimizations

In this section, we propose two optimizations to our indexing schemes for multi-
version XML data.

5.4.1 Range Deletion. So far, we have made the assumption that each deletion
is on a single element. To the best of our knowledge, this is the same assumption
made in all the existing temporal access methods like the MVBT or the MVRT.
However, this is not efficient to handle XML documents. If the user wants to delete
a whole chapter, the system will have to find all objects (sections, subsections,
titles, figures, and so on) in the chapter and then delete every object separately.
Mapped to the temporal database environment, the operation can be expressed
formally as:

Definition 5.1. Given a set of temporal objects, the range deletion operation
with regards to range r logically deletes all objects alive in the current version
whose keys are in r.
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Existing index structures should be extended to more efficiently support the
range-deletion operation. The idea is to allow deletion to stop at higher levels of
the tree. Take the MVRT as an example, which is used in our scheme 3 to index
the DNN ranges and lifespans of all UBCC pages, and assume that we want to
delete all objects in the current version whose DNNs are within a given DNN range
r (e.g. corresponding to chapter 3). We search the current version of the MVRT.
Whenever we find an index entry whose DNN range is contained in r, we mark the
index entry as being deleted, without examining the sub-tree. Similarly, if we find
a leaf entry in the MVRT whose DNN range is contained in r, we mark the entry
as being deleted at the current version, without fetching the corresponding UBCC
page into memory and logically delete all alive objects in the page.

To extend the MVBT (used in scheme 1 & 2) to handle range deletion, we need
to extend the merge and merge-split structural changes to involve more than two
input pages. Recall that in Fig. 5, if a page in the MVBT experience weak-version
underflow, i.e. it does not have enough records alive in the current version, it is
merged with a sibling page. Now, a range deletion may results in weak-version
underflow of multiple pages. They should be merged into one. Of course, if the
newly generated page experiences strong-version overflow, it is split into two.

5.4.2 Incremental Updates. So far, we have assumed that an object update is
handled by introducing a new copy of the object. While simple, this approach leads
to high storage complexity, which adversely affects the query performance. This
is true especially for small updates. In a practical environment, from one version
to the next, we expect to see many incremental updates. That is, the content of
an object (e.g. the text part of an sub-section) changed but only a little. If for
example, only 1% of the object content has changed but we store a completely new
copy of the object, space is wasted.

In this case, we should store the two copies of the object together, where for the
new copy we only store the difference from the original full copy. If the new copy
is needed upon query, we construct it from the full copy and the difference. This
idea extends to multiple updates straightforwardly. We keep one copy and a list
of changes. If any non-stored copy is needed, we construct it by reversely applying
the changes starting from the saved copy. To compute the difference between two
objects and to reversely apply the changes to construct a needed version, standard
utilities like xdelta, patch and diff may be used.

When we copy an alive object (which may be associated with many changes) to a
new page, we just copy the object itself and not the changes. This is important since
otherwise the number of changes associated with an alive object keeps increasing,
which leads to large storage size and longer reconstruction time.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the three choices for data organization and full-index implementation
we present results comparing their query time performance for two variations of the
range version retrieval query, namely single-version and multiple-version retrievals.
All schemes are also compared in space (index size) and update (check-in time)
performance.
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6.1 Experimental Setup

Scheme 1 uses a single dense primary MVBT, scheme 2 uses UBCC plus a dense
secondary MVBT (section 5.2), while scheme 3 uses UBCC plus a sparse MVRT
index (section 5.3). The usefulness in both UBCC based schemes was set to 0.5.

The schemes were implemented in C++ using GNU compilers under Cygwin.
The programs were run on a Dell Optiplex GX260 machine running Windows XP
Professional, with 2.66GHz Pentium(R) IV CPU with 1.0GB memory and 80GB
disk. To compare the performance of the various algorithms we used the estimated
running time. This estimate is commonly obtained by multiplying the number of
I/Os by the average disk page read access time, and then adding the measured CPU
time. The CPU cost was measured by adding the amounts of time spent in user
and system mode as returned by the getrusage system call. We assume all disk
I/Os are random which was counted as 5ms. We used a 16KB page size. For all
the three schemes we used the LRU buffering where the buffer size was 100 pages.

Due to the lack of real datasets for multi-versioned XML documents, we use the
following semi-realistic dataset: the initial version of our document is the Hamlet
play from the Shakespeare dataset [Bosak 1999]. It contains 6636 elements, the
longest of which has 659 characters. The depth of the tree is 6. Each later version
was generated by performing 10% changes to the previous version, where about
half of the changes were deletions and the other half were insertions. Following the
80/20 rule, we assume that 80% of the changes took place in 20% of the document.

For the scheme that uses UBCC and the dense MVBT index, we implemented
the optimized approach which keeps the element lifespans in the MVBT and utilizes
the alive-page hashing (see section 5.2). This optimization led to a drastic 35% im-
provement in version check-in time when compared to the original approach. (The
space improvement was less, around 1%, while the query times of both approaches
were equivalent.)

6.2 Check-in Time and Index Size

(a) Check-In time (b) Index sizes

Fig. 6. Comparing the check-in time and the index sizes.

Fig.6a compares the check-in time per version of the three schemes, while Fig.6b
compares the index sizes. The version check-in time measures the total time to
finish all the updates within a given version. It is averaged across the 1000 versions.
Scheme 3 has the fastest check-in time and uses the least index size. Similarly,
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scheme 2 spent less I/O, but more CPU time than scheme 1. The MVBT used
in scheme 1 stores the actual document elements in its leaf pages. Its update
algorithms can trigger copies more often than the UBCC. As a result, scheme 1
uses more update time and index space than scheme 2. Even though scheme 2 has
also a secondary MVBT, this index is much smaller (since it does not contain the
actual objects) and does not affect the relative performance. Scheme 3 is better
than scheme 2 both in check-in time and in index size, since scheme 3 uses the
sparse index (MVRT) which is much smaller than the dense index (MVBT) used
in scheme 2.

6.3 Single Version Retrieval Queries

Fig. 7. Performance for the full-document single-version retrieval query.

To evaluate the query performance of the three schemes, we first compare their
behavior for the full-document single-version retrieval query. We measured the
average execution time of 10 randomly generated versions, varying the buffer size
in number of disk pages. As shown in Fig.7, Scheme 3 is the best. For a full-
document retrieval, all the UBCC pages that are useful at the query version need
to be examined. In this case, Scheme 3 spends the least amount of time in finding
these UBCC pages (as it uses a smaller sparse index). Between Scheme 1 and
Scheme 2, we observe that Scheme 2 has worse performance, even though it has
better check-in time and smaller index. This is because in Scheme 2, the actual
objects and the references to these objects are maintained in two different structures
and thus they have different clustering. To perform a query, we first need to find
the references to the objects from the MVBT. A separate stage is needed to locate
the referenced actual objects from the UBCC pages. Note that multiple references
located from the MVBT may correspond to the same UBCC page. In order to
avoid accessing one UBCC page multiple times, we sort the references based on
UBCC page number before accessing the UBCC file.

CPU I/O Total

Scheme 1 1 10 11

Scheme 2 2 16 18

Scheme 3 5 212 217

Table I. Query time (#ms) comparison for the single-element single-version retrieval query.
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We also examined the other extreme case, i.e., single-element retrieval in a single
version. Again, we measure the average execution time of 10 randomly generated
queries with a very small DNN range. The performance comparison (in msec) is
shown in Table I. In this case, Scheme 3 (the previous winner) is not as efficient
as the other two schemes. The reason is that scheme 3 may check some UBCC
pages which do not contain any qualifying object. In more detail, it is likely that
the query range intersects the DNN range of a UBCC page, but the page does not
contain any object whose DNN is in the query range. But since the sparse index
MVRT only stores the information for UBCC pages, not information of individual
objects in the pages, Scheme 3 needs to access such pages. This is not the case for
schemes 1 and 2. Scheme 1 is the best for single-element retrieval since it directly
finds the qualifying object.

Fig. 8. Partial-document single-version retrieval query performance with varying length of DNN
range.

Fig.8 compares the three schemes on the partial-document single-version retrieval
query while varying the length of query DNN range. For each length of DNN range,
we measure the average execution time of 10 randomly generated queries. When
the query DNN range is large, scheme 3 is the best. The reason is that a large
query DNN range is like a full version retrieval, where all the UBCC pages that are
useful at the query version need to be examined. For small query DNN ranges, all
schemes have relatively small and comparable response time, with Scheme 1 being
the faster.

6.4 Multiple Version Retrieval Queries

We next experimented with multiple version retrieval queries, that is, queries re-
questing multiple subsequent versions; this is typically the case for version-interval
and version aggregate queries. Again we differentiated between full-document,
partial-document and single-element queries.

For the full-document retrieval we vary the length of the version interval (i.e.,
how many consecutive versions are requested). An example is: “find the document
between versions 10 and 20”. The result is shown in Fig.9. Scheme 3 consistently
has better performance than the other competitors.

Fig 10 depicts the single-element multiple versions query performance results,
while varying the length of the version interval. As in the single version case (Table
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Fig. 9. Full-document, multiple-version query performance with varying version interval length.

I), scheme 1 is the best, while scheme 3 is worse. Again, the reason is that scheme
3 may check various UBCC pages which do not contain any qualifying object.

Fig. 10. Single-element, multiple-version query performance with varying version interval length.

Finally, Fig. 11 presents the partial-document multiple-versions query while vary-
ing the length of DNN range. The number of subsequent versions requested was
fixed to be 10% of the total number of versions. As with Fig.8, for small DNN
range (e.g. corresponding to few elements) all schemes are competitive, however as
the query DNN range increases, scheme 3 is the most efficient.

In conclusion, considering check-in time, storage, and query time, the UBCC plus
sparse MVRT (scheme 3) shows the most robust performance.

7. CONCLUSIONS

As many applications make use of multiversion XML documents, the problem of
managing repositories of such documents and supporting efficient queries on such
repositories poses interesting challenges for database researchers. Foremost among
these, there is the efficient execution of complex queries, such as the path expres-
sion queries which are now part of the XML query languages proposed as standards
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Fig. 11. Version-interval query performance, fixing the version-interval to be 10% of the total
number of versions and varying the length of DNN range.

[WWW Consortium 1999; 2001]. In this paper, we investigated the problem of sup-
porting these complex queries on multiversion documents. To solve this problem,
we proposed solutions based on three main ideas:

—a durable numbering scheme for the document elements to capture their position
and parent/child relations in a version-independent fashion,

—a version storage and clustering scheme based on the notion of page usefulness,
and

—various multidimensional indexing schemes such multiversion B-trees and R-trees.

We first showed that, using this approach, complex path expression queries can be
reduced to range version retrieval queries; then, we evaluated alternative indexing
and clustering schemes for the efficient execution of range version retrieval queries.
In addition to full version reconstruction, the proposed solution supports efficiently
complex queries on version content, and queries involving the structure of the XML
document (e.g., path expression queries).

APPENDIX: The Usefulness-Based Clustering Control

The usefulness-based clustering is similar to a technique used in transaction-time
databases [Lomet and Salzberg 1989; Tsotras and Kangelaris 1995; Becker et al.
1996] to cluster temporal data and is outlined below. Consider the actual document
objects and their organization in disk pages. For simplicity, assume the only changes
between document versions are object additions and deletions. As objects are added
in the document, they are stored sequentially in pages. Object deletions are not
physical but logical; the objects remain in the pages where they were recorded,
but are marked as deleted. As the document evolution proceeds, various pages
will contain many “deleted” objects and few, if any, valid objects for the current
version. Such pages, will provide few objects for reconstructing the current version.
As a result, a version retrieval algorithm will have to access many pages. Ideally
we would like to cluster the objects valid at a given version in few, useful pages.
We define the usefulness of a full page P , for a given version V , as the percentage
of the page that corresponds to valid objects for V .

For example, assume that at version V1, a document consists of five objects O1,
O2, O3, O4 and O5 whose records are stored in data page P . Let the size of these
objects be 30%, 10%, 20%, 25% and 15% of the page size, respectively. Consider
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the following evolving history for this document: At version V2, O2 is deleted; at
version V3, O3 is deleted, and at version V4, object O5 is deleted. Hence page P is
100% useful for version V1. Its usefulness falls to 90% for version V2, since object
O2 is deleted at V2. Similarly, P is 70% useful for version V3. For version V4, P is
only 55% useful.

Clearly, as new versions are created, the usefulness of existing pages for the
current version diminish. We would like to maintain a minimum page usefulness,
Umin, over all versions. When a page’s usefulness falls below Umin, for the current
version, all the records that are still valid in this page are copied (i.e., salvaged) to
another page (hence the name UBCC). When copied records are stored in new disk
pages they preserve their relative document order. For instance, if Umin = 60%,
then page P falls below this threshold of usefulness at Version 4; at this point
objects O1, and O4 are copied to a new page. The value of Umin is set between 0
and 1 and represents a performance tuning parameter.

We note that the above page usefulness definition holds for full pages. A page is
called an acceptor for as long as document objects are stored in this page. While
being the acceptor (and thus not yet full), a page is by definition useful. This is
needed since an acceptor page may not be full but can still contain elements alive
for the current version. Note that there is always only one acceptor page. After a
page becomes full (and stops being the acceptor) it remains useful only as long as
it contains enough alive elements (the Umin parameter).

The advantage of UBCC is that the records valid for a given version are clustered
into the disk pages that are useful for that version. Reconstructing the full doc-
ument at version Vi is then reduced to retrieving only the pages that were useful
at Vi. Various schemes can be used to assure that only useful pages are accessed
for full version retrieval. For example [Chien et al. 2000] uses the edit script to
determine the useful pages for each version, while [Chien et al. 2001] facilitates
the object references. Full version retrieval under the SPaR scheme is discussed in
section 3.3.

While the UBCC clustering is very effective for full version retrieval queries, it
is not efficient with complex queries like path-expression queries. Path-expression
queries need to maintain the logical document order and UBCC does not.
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